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Impact Investing 

Intentionality



Financial Return + 
Measurable Social & 
Environmental Impact

“The Huntington team is focused on enhancing performance in our two primary fund 

objectives: (1) strong risk adjusted financial return to our investors; and (2) the social 

contributions to the communities in which we invest.”     – Morgan Miller, Founder & Managing Partner



We are pleased to report that Huntington Capital Fund III (“HC III”) held its final close in December 2014, 
with total committed capital of approximately $92 million. This amount exceeds the prior fund raise of $78 
million for Fund II and includes a combination of new and existing investors from state pension systems, 
commercial banks, foundations, and family offices. Since our first close in 2013, HC III has made funding 
commitments of $39 million and completed eight transactions. From the “impact” perspective, 
approximately 80% of HC III’s invested capital supports businesses that promote growth in underserved 
communities.  

The Huntington team has been doing extensive work to enhance performance in our two primary fund 
objective areas: (1) financial return to our investors; and (2) enhancing Huntington’s impact in the 
communities in which we lend and invest. These objectives include an intentional focus on working closely 
with our portfolio companies to promote both economic and impact value creation. 

The Huntington team also continues to actively participate in helping to shape the emerging impact 
investment asset class. This is accomplished primarily through its involvement in industry organizations, 
and contributions to research studies and leading publications. We are excited about the evolution of the 
fund which includes an emphasis on impact intentionality. Ultimately we believe that the groundwork being 
laid today is essential for positioning the fund and the industry for future growth.

On behalf of our team, we truly appreciate your support and look forward to working with all our 
stakeholders involved in the impact investing space. 

Message from The Partners

Morgan Miller, 
Founder & 
Managing Partner

Tim Bubnack, 
Managing Partner

Frank Mora,
Principal
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Huntington Capital Snapshot

Raised over $210 million in total 
capital commitments across three 
funds since its inception in 2000.

31 investors across two 
institutional impact 
funds.

Leading provider of growth capital 
to lower-middle market companies 
throughout CA and the Western US. 

55
portfolio investments

across three funds

75%
of impact investment portfolio* meets SBA 

guidelines for traditionally underserved companies

50%
of impact investment portfolio* companies 
located in low to moderate income regions

7,651
employees across 

investment portfolio 

* Impact fund metrics from Huntington Capital Funds II & III.
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Impact Metrics Highlights

Fund I

Number of Investments

Number of Exits

Number of Employees

Jobs Created in 2014

Workforce Diversity

Workforce Employed 
Longer than 7 Months

Portfolio 
Enterprise Value

25

16

2,279

not available

45%

not tracked

$443M

23

12

3,653

168

63%

79%

$575M

7

2

1,719

114

47%

70%

$218M

Fund II Fund III

“We are proud of the work we continue to do in contributing to the body of knowledge 

that leads to the continued growth of the impact investing arena”   – Frank Mora, Principal
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With the final close of Huntington Capital Fund III 

at $92 million, the General Partners of Huntington 

decided it was time to take the next step in the 

evolution of the fund and shift the conversation 

internally to driving outcomes vs. outputs.

 

While the fund has done a great job around 

impact monitoring and reporting, our commitment 

as we move forward is to work with portfolio 

management to drive a shift from impact 

reporting to a focus on intent of impact.

Huntington is focusing on five key impact metrics 
under two broad themes: 

Impact Intentionality

Economic Opportunity 

 Broad Based Participation

 Opportunities for Advancement

 Living Wage Standards

Health and Wellness

 Paid Sick Days

 Health Benefits

1

2

“The evolution of the Fund to focus on impact intentionality reflects the continued 

focus on improvement and executing on our values as a team”  – Tim Bubnack, Managing Partner

Huntington Capital would like to acknowledge the guidance and collaboration efforts of Pi Investments and 

Transform Finance as we seek to drive impact intentionality through the Floor and Ladder approach.

The next few pages outline Huntington’s approach as we increase our focus on facilitating 

outcomes (Impact Intentionality) versus simply looking at outputs (Monitoring & Reporting).
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Huntington Capital’s objective is to improve financial returns by improving a 
company's culture with a deliberate focus on both financial and social 
performance to achieve this result.
  
We understand that each portfolio company has its own unique culture and 
characteristics, and our goal is to work in collaboration with company 
leadership to enhance performance in the areas of financial results and 
work/life quality. We have developed an impact investing floor and ladder 
approach with this in mind:  

The Floor

Companies in a portfolio either already fulfill minimum industry standards 
around job quality, or engage with Huntington in discussions to refine or in 
some cases identify or create such standards.  If no formal standards exist 
Huntington will attempt to assist the company to create such standards by 
the end of the first year following Huntington’s investment. 

The Ladder

Companies are given a roadmap to improvement on job quality, with 
“rungs” they can climb over time to both enhance their social impact and 
financial results. 

Impact Evaluation Plan

Performance is evaluated on an annual basis, with Huntington providing 
resources (or working with non-profit partners) to enable companies to 
maximize the social and financial benefits of providing high quality jobs.

Active Impact Management
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Worker ownership has long been associated with increases in 
productivity, decreases in turnover, and overall commitment to the 
well-being of the enterprise.1
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FLOOR

Studies conducted regarding most 
appropriate vehicle for Company and 

timeline for implementation.

Pilot program open to at least 50% of full time employees; 
company o�ers Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) or 

Home Ownership Assistance plans or equivalent
.

Program includes all employees 
(a�er employee evaluation period) 

with at least 30% participation.

Program open to all employees, with over 
70% participation; company considers 

upstream supply chain participation.

1. Senior Management currently o�ered ownership opportunities.   

2. Senior Management currently not part of ownership but 
Company implementing stock option plan.

3. Company has not had discussions around broad-based 
ownership and Huntington initiates conversation with clarity 
of intent.

L1

L2

L3

L4
BROAD-BASED 
PARTICIPATION

Impact Ladder
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With a stable job and increased disposable income, an employee can afford 
(i) a stable home, (ii) healthy eating, (iii) savings, and (iv) higher spending in 
the local community.
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FLOOR

Training o�ered to all full time, non-managerial 
employees, and promotions o�ered internally 

before opening positions to outsiders.

Company implements an internal advancement 
policy as part of HR assessments; encourages 

available public/private opportunities.

Company advances educational funds and provides 
access to training resources; implements diversity 

hiring, retention and advancement policy.

Over 50%-70% of employees have access to 
training and educational opportunities. Number 

of line workers that move to management 
outperforms the industry standard.

Huntington works with portfolio company to dra� training 
and advancement policy and guidelines, policy to be 
implemented across entire organization within a year 
following initial Huntington investment.

L1

L2

L3

L4
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
ADVANCEMENT

Impact Ladder
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Paying a living wage has been shown to reduce turnover, widely recognized 
as costing as much as 1.5x to 2.5x an employee’s annual salary.2
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FLOOR

Develop and implement a plan to bring all 
employees to living wage within one year.

Over 50% of employees earn a living 
wage, with clear standards for pay 

raise and performance bonuses.

75% of employees earn a living 
wage, with clear standards for pay 

raise and performance bonuses.

All employees earn a living wage, with clear 
standards for pay raise and performance bonuses. 
Company discloses highest-to-lowest wage ratios 

and sets a maximum ratio.

Huntington works with portfolio company to 
perform an assessment of living wage for their zip 
codes and benchmarks to others in their sector.

L1

L2

L3

L4
LIVING WAGES

Impact Ladder
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A 2014 study on Connecticut’s paid sick days law found that after the law was 
implemented in 2012, one-third of businesses reported improved worker morale, 
while 15% saw increased productivity and a reduction in the spread of illness.3
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FLOOR

Minimum of 5 sick days o�ered to all 
employees over 20 hrs/week.

Minimum of 8 paid sick days; implementation 
of a clear sick day policy; creation of a culture 

that encourages adequate use of sick days.

Sick leave may be used to care for a parent, 
child, spouse or domestic partner.

Sick leave option extended to manager- 
determined “rest days” for significant overtime.  

Sick days supplemented by paid family leave.

Huntington works with portfolio company to dra� 
clear sick day policy to be implemented across entire 
organization within a framework agreed to between 
Huntington and portfolio company.

L1

L2

L3

L4
PAID SICK DAYS

Impact Ladder
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Low-wage workers surveyed nationally tended to value paid sick days even 
more than increases in compensation, and in particular the ability to take 
time to support sick family members.4
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FLOOR

Company provides a health plan 
open to all employees, but may 

have limited adoption.

Company o�ers varied health options, 
subsidizing health plans to a�ordable levels 

to encourage at least 50% adoption.

Benefits extend to family 
members, including same-sex 
partners, with 50% adoption.

Benefits extend to family members, including 
same-sex partners, with 90% adoption. Company 

also provides general wellness benefits.

Huntington works with portfolio company to 
bring in health benefit providers and seek 
implementation of health plan.

L1

L2

L3

L4
HEALTH BENEFITS

Impact Ladder
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The strength of our monitoring and reporting has seen the 
fund being asked to participate in many case studies and 
reports over the course of 2014 that have contributed to the 
body of knowledge in the impact space.

IMPACTASSETS 50 (IA 50)

Huntington Capital was 

once again selected for the 

ImpactAssets 50. This annually 

updated list represents 50 

firms that demonstrate a wide 

range of impact investing 

activities across geographies, 

sectors and asset classes. 

Setting the Standards in 
Impact Investing

J.P. Morgan’s/GIIN 
Spotlight on the Market: 
The Impact Investor 
Survey, 

U.S. SIF Foundation
2014 Report on 
US Sustainable, 
Responsible and 
Impact Investing
Trends 

The University
of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton Social 
Impact Initiative 
Study 
 

COIN Impact 
Investing 
Template Study: 
Leading to the 
creation of a 
standardized 
template 

THE IMPACT INVESTOR

Huntington was featured in The 

Impact Investor: Lessons in 

Leadership and Strategy for 

Collaborative Capitalism.  

Based on research by CASE at 

Duke University, ImpactAssets, 

and Pacific Community Ventures, 

the book features lessons from a 

select group of high-performance 

impact investing funds around the 

globe and highlights a new form 

of economic leadership that is 

more cross-sectoral, transparent, 

and outcomes-oriented.
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Growth Capital Driving 
High Quality Job Creation

A key theme for the fund is job creation, and 
the majority of the capital (70%+) we invest is in 
the form of growth capital which typically 
results in job creation at the portfolio company. 

Jobs are a valuable source of income for U.S 
households, and the inability to earn incomes 
results in a whole host of associated problems. 
Households with stable incomes help drive 
economic development, healthy lifestyles, 
national savings, and downstream job creation 
as they spend their incomes.

Huntington Capital is committed to supporting 
our portfolio companies as they actively work to 
provide quality job opportunities in their 
communities. 

Included at the end of this report are two 
impact case studies featuring companies 
(RPI and Native Foods Café) who are creating 
both opportunity and a fulfilling workplace 
environment for their employees.

Roadrunner Pharmacy  (HC Fund II)

During 2014, Huntington portfolio company, 
Roadrunner Pharmacy, hired and/or promoted 12 
compounding pharmacy technicians, increasing 
the number of technicians to over 130+. In 
addition, the company has 30+ pharmacy tech 
trainees working to get certified by the Arizona 
Board of Pharmacy.

The salary of a pharmacy tech trainee increases 
on average 20%-30% upon certification and 
being hired as a full time pharmacy technician.  
Pharmacy technicians earn $40k-$90k per year. 
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                                  REISCHLING PRESS 

RPI is a leading manufacturer and ful llment partner within the consumer print-on-demand personalized 
publishing market. The company has produced millions of personalized products including photo books, 
invitations, business cards and stationery for top-tier retailers that represent over 40% of the total custom photo 
products market category.  

As a value-driven organization, RPI is committed to developing an environment in which its employees can thrive. 
In 2014, the company launched its Inspired Culture Initiative, a program developed to help create a work 
environment where each employee feels supported, valued, trusted and empowered to reach their greatest 
potential and to a ect change.  

Wellness:  Biggest Loser Program 

In line with the company’s wellness 
initiatives—including premium health 
insurance, healthy snack programs, 
health fairs, and more—employees at 
RPI launched a Biggest Loser challenge. 
Close to 30% of the companies U.S. 
employees participated in this 12-week 

tness and weight-loss challenge.

BUILDING AN INSPIRED CULTURE 

Volunteering:  Duwamish River 
Shoreline - Watering Program 

Another employee-driven program is 
the ongoing participation in a volunteer 
e ort to restore the local Duwamish 
river shoreline. A group of about 20 RPI 
employees have organized to care for a 
section of the shoreline habitat. 

• Founded in 1979   

• Facilities in Seattle, Atlanta, & Eindhoven (Netherlands) 

• Forefront of online consumer print services 

• Certi ed sustainable green printing company 

• 39% employees of ethnic minority 

• 36% female employees 

• 86% employees with >7 months employment 

• 77 jobs created since time of investment — almost 
100% job growth  

• 68% of employees earn LMI wages

• Initiated by Mai, RPI 
Sr. Accountant 

• Cash prize for winner (primarily 
from entry fees) 

• Participation from production 
employees through to executive 
management 

• Lost a combined total of 472 lbs.   
• Employees helping each other 

succeed

• Ongoing, weekly activities 

• Resulting in 90% survival 
rate of shoreline plants 

• Employees walk to the 
location, approx. 1.4 miles 

• Spearheaded by Sue, an 
employee in the nance 
department who was driven 
to get involved

Engaged workers are the lifeblood of their organizations. 
Work units in the top 25% of Gallup’s Q12 Client 
Database have signi cantly higher productivity, 
pro tability, and customer ratings, less turnover and 
absenteeism, and fewer safety incidents than those in the 
bottom 25%.

Source: “State of the American Workplace,” (2010-2012) Gallup, Inc. © 2013

RPI’s employees are engaged and the company nurtures an environment of opportunity and personal success. 

Patrick Q., Print Technology Engineer 

Joined in 2002 as a part time bindery worker. Hired 
full time and has grown his experience and skill set 
by pursuing new roles as they opened up within RPI.

“I appreciate RPI’s exibility, and working with a really great team.”

Brandy F., Production Supervisor  

Started as a temp in 2008, and hired in 2009. With no 
previous print experience, Brandy was trained on the 
job, nding both opportunity and support to advance. 

“There are so many opportunities - open doors to support growth.”

Mai (left) with the winner of RPI’s
Biggest Loser challenge (right)

Sue (far right) with some of RPI’s team 
volunteering at the Duwamish River

Copyright © 2014 Huntington Capital LLC. All rights reserved.

RPI Seattle Employee-Driven Initiatives
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The company has been expanding operations across its facilities in the U.S. and the Netherlands and 
is committed to developing an empowered, cohesive team across locations and functional areas.  

RPI’s Inspired Culture Journey Workbook presents the company’s vision, mission and values as a 
dialogue between all the members of the organization, encouraging each employee to contribute to 
the development the company’s culture, and its future. 

Patrick Q., Print Technology Engineer 

Patrick joined RPI in 2002 as a part time bindery worker, a job he took to 
supplement his income as a line cook. Shortly after, he was hired full time.  

RPI started expanding his responsibilities, giving him new projects to tackle. 
As new opportunities opened up, he pursued them. 

Eventually, Patrick joined the IT department as an Application Specialist - 
testing, modifying, and updating software. He then moved into a System 
Administrator position working with the company’s IT infrastructure. 

Patrick continues to grow within RPI and has recently joined the Engineering group 
as a Print Technology Engineer, facilitating customer integrations and accelerating 
new product development.

RPI EMPLOYEE STORIES

Brandy F., Production Supervisor  

Brandy started as an entry level temp in 2008, and was hired full time in 2009. 

She had no degree and no print experience. RPI provided on-the-job print and 
production training. 

She is now a Production Supervisor, overseeing 65-70 production employees 
per shift. 

Brandy had worked for a lot of other companies, but never experienced 
the opportunities for growth that she found at RPI. She now feels that she is a 
part of a company in which she is continually learning and growing. 

Brandy is one of the trainers for RPI’s Inspired Culture program, helping others within 
the organization take ownership and create the culture that they want to see at the 
company.

Source: “State of the American Workplace,” (2010-2012) 
Gallup, Inc. © 2013

Brandy (far left) is a Production Supervisor and
trainer for the Inspired Culture program.

Patrick, RPI Print Technology Engineer, joined the
company in 2002 as a part-time bindery worker.  

We are at our very best, and we are happiest, when we are fully engaged in work we enjoy on the journey toward the goal we've established for ourselves. It gives meaning to our 
time o  and comfort to our sleep. It makes everything else in life so wonderful, so worthwhile.           - Earl Nightingale

One of the quotes published on RPI’s website, re ecting the company’s core values: 

“ ”

The Impact of Developing 
Employee Strengths 

Gallup researchers found that when 
employees feel that their 
organization cares and encourages 
them to make the most of their 
strengths, they are more likely to 
respond with increased discretionary 
e ort, a higher work ethic, and more 
enthusiasm and commitment.

When organizations successfully 
engage their customers and their 
employees, they experience a 

240% boost in 
performance-related 
business outcomes 
compared with an organization with 
neither engaged employees nor 
engaged customers.

Supervisor focuses 
on strengths/positive 

characteristics

Supervisor focuses on 
weaknesses/negative 

characteristics

Ignored

Engaged                Not Engaged                 Actively Disengaged

Copyright © 2014 Huntington Capital LLC. All rights reserved.
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Native Foods Café was founded on a passion for fresh food and a compassion for animals and the environment.  The 
company’s vision is to bring sustainable food to the heart of communities; support environmental and animal 
advocacy groups on a local and national level, and educate our youth. The restaurant employs earth-friendly practices, 
including using organic ingredients whenever possible as well as biodegradable and recyclable packaging.

The Surfrider Foundation 

A national environmental
organization dedicated to the 
protection and enjoyment of 
oceans, waves and beaches 
through a powerful activist network.  

Program Highlights 

• Partnered to support Surfrider’s Rise Above Plastics, Ban 
the Bag campaign to reduce use of plastics and impacts 
on marine environments. 

• Native Foods launched a cobranded reusable tote to 
help raise money for the program. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANIMAL ADVOCACY:  NATIVE PALS

Copyright © 2015 Huntington Capital LLC. All rights reserved.

• Healthy Fast Casual Restaurants, Founded in 1994 

• 12 new stores opened in 2014 

• 241 new jobs created in 2014

• 28.6% of managerial employees are female 

• 65.1% of service employees are identi ed as an 
ethnic minority

In July 2014, Native Foods Cafe announced its Native Pals program involving partnerships with three non-pro t groups that share the company’s passion for animals and the 
environment. The partnerships involve monthly group representation in the restaurants, educational speaker and lm events, co-branding e orts, volunteer opportunities, 
animal adoptions, and beach cleanups.  

Mercy For Animals 

Dedicated to preventing cruelty 
towards farmed animals and 
promoting compassionate food 
choices and policies by actively 
working on changing legislation 
surrounding factory farming. 

Program Highlights 

• Food donations and prize donations for fundraising 
events and galas. 

• Featured in stores on Native Pals Days with a portion of 
the proceeds donated to the group.

Farm Sanctuary 

Protects farm animals from 
cruelty and has rescued 
thousands of animals. The 
group also works to develop 
a new awareness of farm animals 
and to promote vegan living. 

Program Highlights 

• Participation in the Walk for Farm Animals. 

• Donation of food for the Farm Sanctuary vegan 
Thanksgiving events across the country.  

• Native Foods adopted 5 farm animals. 

“Surfrider Foundation loves working with Native Foods!  Their commitment to the environment aligns perfectly with our mission to protect our oceans, waves and 
beaches. By collaborating around environmental issues, like our ‘Ban the Bag’ campaign, Native Foods is helping to actively reduce the amount of plastic that ends 
up in our waterways.”      -Kyle Lishok, Surfrider Marketing Manager
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Source: “Why Customer Engagement Matters
So Much Now” (July 2014) Gallop

Connecting with customers at an 
emotional level 

Gallop found that when businesses can 
provide the meaningful experience their 
customers want, they realize greater rewards in 
terms of loyalty and pro ts. 

Casual Dining 

Fully engaged customers make 
56% more visits per month 
than actively disengaged customers. 

Fast Food 

Fully engaged customers make 

28% more visits per month 
than actively disengaged customers.
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With a ratio of approximately 600 
Twitter followers per location, 
Native Foods customers are connected 
and highly engaged.  Comparatively, 
Chipotle has approximately 380 per 
store. 

Native Foods has over 750,000 
rewards card members with 90% of 
the restaurant’s guests actively using 
their cards. 

SUSTAINABILITY:  THE CORE OF NATIVE FOODS CAFE’S MISSION

Serves plant-based food as a sustainable and earth-friendly option for customers. 

All new stores are built to be LEED compliant and energy e cient.  

Restaurants are furnished with eco-friendly xtures — tables made of reclaimed Oak trees, 
light xtures made of cardboard boxes.  

Packaging is biodegradable and recyclable. 

Ingredients are organic whenever possible and include non-GMO corn and soy. 

Actively supports local and national advocacy groups to create a sustainable and compassionate environment.

Research from Packaged Facts nds that sustainability initiatives are increasingly 
important to restaurant consumers. Women and higher-income consumers are 
especially receptive to menu claims that promote sustainability. Additionally, young 
adults age 25-34 and families are likely to be more in uenced by a range of 
sustainability and sourcing menu terms. 

Source: “Future of Foodservice: Food and Beverage Menu Trends & Opportunities”, (Oct 2014) Packaged Facts.
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Kelly Behr, Native Foods’ Marketing Manager at
Farm Sanctuary’s vegan Thanksgiving dinner.
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3636 Nobel Drive #401 
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